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As the Wolves just finished off an undefeated district play outing, for week 16 of 

“Meet the Wolves” we are introducing Dylan Dimitrios. Dylan is a sophomore from 
Mandeville, Louisiana who can play both the guard and forward positions for the Wolves. 
He is the son of Jami and Paul and the brother of Brianna, Sarah, and Devin Dimitrios. 
Dylan transferred to St. Paul’s this year from Mandeville High, so he will be available to 
compete for next year’s season. Dylan brings another physical presence mixed with an 
overall skill that will be of great benefit to the Wolves next season! To get to know a little 
more about Dylan, he was asked the following questions: 
 
What is it about basketball that made you 
want to play in high school?  
Dylan wanted to play basketball because it 
was something different for him to try. Also, 
being a baseball player, Dylan chose to play 
basketball since the two sport’s seasons to do 
not interfere with each other. 
 
What is your favorite or funniest SPS 
basketball memory so far?   
Dylan stated that during his first year in this 
program, his favorite memory so far was 
winning the CYO Tournament way back earlier 
in the season. 
 
What are you looking forward to the most 
for this season? Any goals?  
Dylan is mostly looking forward to winning a 
state championship like the rest of his teammates this year. He also is learning a lot from 
this season to prepare himself for next year. 
 
How do you want your teammates to remember you? 
When his time is up, Dylan said he would like for his teammates to remember him as one 
of the most hard-working guys on and off the court, and as a leader. 
 
If you could create a signature shoe, what would it be called? 
The signature shoe Dylan would create would be called, “Super Explosive.” We think the 
motivation behind this creation must do a little with Dylan’s own bounciness and dunking 
abilities. With shoes like these, Dylan may be putting on a show as the next Vince Carter. 
I would also advise ALL defenders to simply step aside when he comes through the lane 
with these kicks on his feet! 



  
Are you more of a round earth guy, or do you agree with Kyrie Irving that the Earth 
is flat?  
Hopefully, he is just trying to stir up the pot on this debate as Dylan says he does agree 
with Kyrie Irving that the Earth is actually flat and not round. The flat Earth argument still 
needs a big push, but at least Dylan is trying to keep it interesting. 
 
Who is your favorite member of the Ball family and why? (Lavar, LaMelo, LiAngelo, 
Lonzo)  
Like several of his teammates, Dylan is also mostly a fan of the NBA rookie Lonzo. Dylan 
likes the way Lonzo carries himself on and off the court. 
 
Do you have any plans after high school?   
With this only being his sophomore year, Dylan still has plenty of time to think about 
college and his future after high-school. However, he does have interest in playing 
collegiate basketball. 
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